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Introduction
In the theory of optimal designs the aim is to find good experimental designs. Here goodness of a design is evaluated by some real-valued function which assesses the information gained through the design. Such a function is called a criterion function, and is required to meet intuitive conditions (see next section for details). A typical example of such criterion functions is the determinant of the information matrix of the design. The notation used here is similar to that of Silvey [17] .
Let 3 be a design space which is a compact experimental region in the d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd. Let f(x) = (fi(x), . . . , .fk(x))' be a vector of k given continuous functions of an explanatory variable XEX. We express the relationship between a response variable y and its explanatory variable x~% as follows:
where /I = ( PI, . . . , Pk)' is a vector of unknown parameters and e is an error random variable with mean zero and variance g2. Given n independent observations y, , . . . , y,, based on n explanatory variables x1, . . ,x,, let X = [f(xJ, . . . , f(x,,)]', a matrix of size nxk,andlety=(yI,... , y,)'. Representing linear relations in the matrix form, we get y=XP+e with E(e)=0 and Var(e)=a'Z,, ( 2) where Var stands for variance-covariance matrix. In the linear model (1.2), we apply the method of least squares to minimize the sum of squares n i?l eZ=e'e=(y-XP)'(Y-XB).
(1.3)
Differentiating
(1.3) with respect to j? we obtain the normal equation
x,x/?= X'y. The k x k matrix X'X is called the information matrix since a-*X'X is Fisher's information with respect to the parameter /I when e is normal. By (1.5) the accuracy of the estimate a is characterized by 6 'X'X or simply X'X, because a2 is unknown and is beyond our control, Therefore the goodness of a design is measured by the magnitude of the information matrix. The explanatory variables x1, . . , x, may not be distinct. Let xC1), xC2), . . be distinct explanatory variables replicated respectively rl, r2, . . . times with C,r; = n, and let qn be a discrete probability measure on the design space X assigning probability ri/n to x(i).
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Hence the information matrix of an n-point design can be expressed in the form nM (q,) . In this sense the probability measure q,, is called a normalized design, and M(q,,) is called the information matrix of q,,. In the sequel we aim to find the information matrix, which is best in some sense, among the set of information matrices A= (M(v): y is a probability measure on %}, ( 6) where MM =I5 f(x)fWdu( x is a positive semi-definite matrix of order k. Obvious-1 ly J%! is a convex subset of the k(k+ 1)/2-dimensional Euclidean space. Hence
Caratheodory's Theorem (see e.g., [17, Appendix 21) shows that any information matrix in Jz' is expressible as a discrete design which has at most k(k + 1)/2 + 1 support points on the design space X. The set J%! is, moreover, compact because of the assumption that f is continuous and % is compact. Let &z'+ = {ME&: M(q) is positive definite).
We assume that &?+ is not empty. Examples of optimality criteria for designs are given in Section 2. Section 3 summarizes the equivalence theory. Partial optimality criteria are reviewed in Section 4. Section 5 concerns A-optimality, and Section 6 treats optimality based on mean squared error. Section 7 shows examples of optimal design and Section 8 presents open problems in polynomial regression. The readers who are interested in this field should refer to Pukelsheim [13, 141, which gives a unified treatment of the theory of optimal designs. Atkinson [l] gives an excellent survey with emphasis on nonstandard applications of optimal design theory and provides a list of more than 170 references. Paterson [l l] and Matthews [S] review optimal block designs and crossover designs respectively. Related literature can be found in [2, 5, 12] .
The global optimality criteria
Optimality criteria are classified into two groups: (1) global optimality criteria and (2) partial optimality criteria. Global criteria are used when all parameters pl, . . , ok are important, and partial criteria are used when only partial information on /II, . . . ,flk is needed. In this and next sections we consider the global optimality criteria. We write M > 0 when M is positive definite, and M >,O when M is positive semi-definite.
Also M > N is used when M-N > 0.
Let a function @ be a measure assessing information gained from designs. Assume that @: JZ;~HIRU{ -co} is bounded from above. The design r* which maximizes @(M(q)) is called the @-optimal design and @ is called the criterionfunction. The following widely used criterion functions satisfy these requirements.
( [18] .
Note that maximizing det M is equivalent to maximizing (det M)'lk or log(det M). However (det M)"k and log(det M) are concave functions, whereas the function det M is not concave.
(2) The A-optimality criterion
The A-optimality criterion is defined by the function
on J%'. Since If= 1 var(jTi)= (a2/n)tr M-', an A-optimal design suppresses the total variances of j 1, . . . , ak without taking into account the correlations among these estimates. This criterion is useful when all parameters PI, . . . , bk are equally important.
(3) The G-optimality criterion
The G-optimality criterion is defined by the function
, a G-optimal design will provide a good predictor for all linear combinations of Ff(x) for xgX.
(4) The E-optimality criterion
The E-optimality criterion is defined by the function QE(M) = the minimum eigenvalue of M on ~2'. An E-optimal design minimizes the maximum variance of cl) with c'c= 1.
These criterion functions satisfy the basic requirements (A) and (B). Furthermore, they have the common properties: (C) continuity, (D) nonnegativity, (E) positive homogeneity and (F) concavity, i.e.,
for all positive constants c, (
Properties (D), (E) and (F) yield (B) because

@(M)=2@{iN+f(M-N)}a@(N)+@(M-N)>@(N)
if M3N,
indicates that a mixture of designs gives more information than a simpler design gives. Furthermore, concavity is useful in considering the directional derivative of @, as will be shown in Section 3. Let us summarize the relation between the properties of @ and the @-optimal information matrix. Continuity of @ assures the existence of the @-optimal information matrix in ~2' because JY is compact. The conditions (D) and (E) of @ imply that its maximum occurs at the boundary points of J+! which are positive definite. Concavity (F) implies that all @-optimal information matrices constitute a convex set in a&n&'+, where a~? denotes a set of boundary points of A. We say that @ is strictly concave if
@@M+xN)>kD(M)+Si@(N)
for /z = 1 -a,0 < ;1< 1, M, NE A +, M and N not proportional.
It is easy to show that QD and @A are strictly concave. If @ is strictly increasing and strictly concave, then the @-optimal information matrix is a unique element of a&n&+ since distinct boundary points of J& are not proportional to each other. However the @-optimal design is not necessarily unique since different designs may have the same information matrix.
Directional derivatives of a criterion function
Let @ be a criterion function which is concave. Then the general equivalence theory based on the derivative in the Frechet sense is a useful technique for constructing the @-optimal design.
By the concavity we know that the function
is non-increasing, where M, NE A?'. Hence the limit
exists when the value CC is allowed. This is called the 
is @-optimal if and only tffor any MEA', F,(M*, M)dO.
(
ii) Suppose @ is differentiable at M*= M(r]*), then M* is @-optimal on A if and only if
FEag F&M*, f(4.04') = 0.
In this case all support points x* of the optimal design n* satisfy
is differentiable at all ME&+, then M*EJ.&" is @-optimal if and only if
This theorem shows that maximizing @ on J@ is equivalent to minimizing
with respect to MEA. Henceforth we will refer to this as the equivalence theorem.
Example. Let Q(M) = log(det M).
Then @ is concave and differentiable at any positive definite matrix because F&M,
This is the equivalence theorem described in [6] . By the equivalence theorem, we can easily check whether a given information matrix is optimal or not. The theorem is also useful in constructing the optimal design by the iterative procedure, since the directional derivative is available for finding a direction which makes the criterion function large.
The partial optimality criteria
In block designs, the treatment effects are usually parameters of interest and the block effects are treated as nuisance parameters. The partial optimality criteria are proposed for such designs, see Gahke [3] and Pazman When rank K = s < k, the QK, ,-optimal information matrix in A(K) may be singular. In many cases, differentiability at singular matrices does not hold. Hence Theorem 3.1 cannot be applied. A similar equivalence theory for singular optimal information matrices is derived in [9]. Pukelsheim and Titterington
[15] discuss general equivalence by using Lagrangian theory, which is valid for singular optimal information matrices.
A-optimal designs for single polynomial regression
We In this polynomial setting, it is well known that the D-optimal design assigns probability l/k to all roots of (1 -x2). Pi_ i(x) = 0, where P,,,(x) is the m-th Legendre polynomial. See, e.g., [2, pp. 88-941. In this section we consider the A-optimal design. Let L be a positive definite matrix of order k whose (i, j)-elements are zero if i +j are odd. (An example of L is the identity matrix Ik.) We define a criterion function
(5.1) We obtain the next result using Lagrangian theory. 
Note that Y(M(t))= '#'(M(f)) where f is a mirror image of the design 5. Note also that Y does not meet conditions (D) and (E) in
Optimal designs based on MSE
We note here that equivalence theory is based on the assumption that the model is valid. Under this assumption we try to get a good estimator of jI, or of linear combinations of j?. When the regression model has not been specified correctly, can we still get a good design?
Let us return to the linear model (1.1). Consider the case when the model has not been specified correctly and that the specification uses only the first s (<k) parameters nxsandy=(y,,... , y,)'. Using the ordinary least squares method to the fitted model (6.1), we predict the response variable at a point ZEX by j(z)= fb(z)(X&X,,-'Xby and its mean squared error is given by
where M is an information matrix divided by n and is partitioned as
M=(z; z;)z; X'X:kxk, M,,:sxs and r=k-s.
Consider the case that we are interested in minimizing the average of MSE in some sense. Let /J be a given probability measure on the design space $7. p is used for averaging MSE and we call it P be an averaging probability measure. Let the information matrix of
Obviously L is a positive semi-definite matrix. Assume Loo is positive definite. (Note that L,, : s x s corresponds to L: k x k used in (5.1)) Integrating the MSE of (6.2) by the averaging measure p, we get the integrated MSE (IMSE): IMSE = MSE(z)dp(z) r Note that the last term of (6.4) does not depend on the choice of the information matrix.
We have derived the integrated MSE of (6.4) when the design consists of n points. Note that the IMSE is a function of designs through its information matrix.
Hence the IMSE can be treated as a function of information matrices of normalized designs.
We The function YO(M) of (6.5) is convex and differentiable on do. Hence the equivalence theorem is valid for YO(M). Though the criterion function Yr of (6.6) is differentiable, it is not concave when p2 # 0. Furthermore, YI takes its minimum value zero when Ml0 M;i = Ll,, L,-,' i.e. when the design equals the averaging probability measure. Thus the criterion function Y is differentiable in the Frtchet sense at any point in do. However, the general equivalence theory cannot simply be applied since the function Y on J&! is neither convex nor concave. 
Theorem 6.2 (Nishii [to]). (i)
The averaging probability measure p, which is used for averaging MSE, is a minimax design. Problem 8.1. Let the probability measure y* minimize the IMSE of (6.4). Then: (a) verify whether q* is symmetric or not, and (b) express q* in terms of the elements of L and b.
It is true that ye* coincides with the averaging measure p when (fl,, . . . ,/$_ i) is far from (0, .,. ,O). Also the IMSE is invariant under the transformation x+ -x because p is assumed to be symmetric. Unfortunately the integrated MSE is neither convex nor concave. Hence (a) should be examined.
Note that the result based on the group invariance by Pukelsheim [14] is not applicable. In the previous section, the problem in the case k= 3 and s= 2 is positively solved.
A generalization into a multiple control variable case like Hoe1 [4] is also interesting.
Let (x,, . ,x,) be a vector of control variables on the design space wheres,~k,,...,s,dk,.
In this multiple variable case, the probability measure q is defined to be symmetric if the measures q( f x1, . . . , +x,) coincide with y(xi, . . . , x,). Problem 8.2. Let pm be a symmetric probability measure on [ -1, l]", let L, be the k" x k" information matrix of pm, and further let the probability measure n z minimize the IMSE of (6.4). Then:
(a) verify whether qz is symmetric or not, and where 1: extends over all nonnegative integers 6i,. . . ,6, such that 6, + ... + 6, <k, and 1: is similarly defined. Replacing (8.1) and (8.2) by (8.3) and (8.4) in the previous problem, we obtain another problem.
